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Abstract 

We consider decentralized algorithms for the rank aggregation problem on a social network under constraints on memory and communication.  

  A finite and connected graph G with n nodes (users).  

  The set of candidates                                 . 
 

  The preference of a node i is represented by a vector of ranking 

scores over candidates. 

                                           where                and                        . 
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Algorithm for Mode Computing 

  Asynchronous Time Model 

 

 

 

 

 

  - similar to blog networks 
 

  Previous Work :  

1)  Binary consensus for the complete graph [Perron, Vasudevan, and 

Vojnović, Infocom 2009] 

    - Error probability decays exponentially with n.  

2)  Binary consensus for any connected graph [Draief and Vojnović, Infocom 

2010] 

3)  Ternary and quaternary consensus for any connected graph, sufficient 

conditions for convergence algorithm to the majority for any connected 

graph [Bénézit, Thiran, and Vetterli, The Journal of Selected Topics in 

Signal Processing 2011] 
 

  We propose and analyze a pasimonious algorithm for multiple 

alternatives(≥ 2).  
 

  Simple sampling with m alternatives : Does not converges to the 

majority.  

  We propose an algorithm so that every node computes an initial 

major alternative after finite number of iterations w.h.p.  

Algorithm for Top-k Ranking 

Theorem 1(Reduction). Computing a top-k ranking on the network 

where each node holds a single alternative is asymptotically 

equivalent to computing the mode on the network where each node 

holds a k-ranking-alternative. 

Step 1) Xs : the number of nodes with the k-ranking alternative s. 

             Then     argmax E[Xs] = Top-k ranking. 
 

Step 2) Pr (|E[Xs] - Xs | > ε/3 for all distinct s) = o(1) 

Where ε is the minimum distance between distinct E[Xs]’s.    

Definition.  A k-tuple                           is called a top-k ranking  

                if                             and  

                where U(ai) is the sum of ranking scores for ai.   
 

   

  A k-ranking-alternative of [m] is an ordered list                                   

    where               and     ’s are all distinct. 

  From a network where each node holds a single alternative, we 

propose a random rule that assigns a k-ranking-alternative to each 

node based on its original single alternative.     

Theorem 2. The random process asymptotically converges to the 

solution of the O.D.E.  

Theorem 3. The solution of the O.D.E. converges to a mode. 

  Mean Field Approach 

   - Markov process from the update rule  systems of O.D.E.s 

Simulation Results 

(a) (b) 

(c)  
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Lemma. The rank aggregation problem with vector of ranking 

scores is converted to the problem with single alternative voting 

for each node. 

s : k-ranking-alternative 

Let m=5, (U(1),U(2),...U(5) ) = (0.22,0.21,0.21,0.19,0.17). 

and we did simulation for the mode computing algorithm.  

 The convergence of the solution of 

O.D.E. 

 

 

  A snapshot of random process 

convergence to the majority for the 

number of nodes = 10000. 

 
  The probability of convergence to the 

majority v.s. total number of  nodes. 

-  number of nodes; 1250, 2500, 5000,       

10000, 15000, 20000, 25000, 30000, 35000       

40000, 45000, 50000.  

-  1000 convergence result for each node 

number. 

 

 

  Update rules - Instigator node: v, Encountered node: w 

    -  If v holds a strong alternative, then it switches  to  

       the corresponding weak alternative only if  w holds     

      a different strong alternative. 

    -  If v holds a weak alternative, then it copies the  

       signal of w.  

Introduction   Key idea - Introduction of stong and weak alternatives.   

  Meaning of having strong alternative (resp. weak) i: 

    Strongly(resp.weakly) prefer the alternative i.  

  Preference can be changed hardly(resp.easily). 

  Start with only strong alternatives. 
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  Motivating example - Voting over a set of candidates, which 

frequently arises in social networks including survey of consumer 

preferences or elections.  

example: m=4, k=3   

a node with alternative 1  

randomly have  

(1 , ∙ , ∙ ) with prob. ∝ 3 

( ∙ ,1 , ∙ ) with prob. ∝ 2  

( ∙ , ∙ , 1) with prob. ∝ 1  
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  k-ranking alternative assignment rule : 

 

  The goal of the rank aggregation problem is to find a decentralized 

algorithm which let every node in the network know a top-k ranking 

using only local communication. 

  A positional ranking problem (e.g. finding Borda count) is a special 

case of the rank aggregation problem.  

 


